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Table 1. Energetics (kcal/mol) involved in gas phase reactions of CH2 —CHR with CHjO" and CHSO~ 나

(kcal/mole) 

Reaction

ch2=chcn ch2=chcho CH2=CHNO2

厶H。 厶G。 2 1G* 4G° 厶G* 4H° △G。 ZIG*

1 -5.6 -7.2 3.5 -12.7 -13.6 6.7 -27.6 -28.6 4.9

2 -37.3 -27.2 5.6 -39.6 -28.7 4.1 -63.2 -52.2 5.2

3 -19.7 -20.9 12.1 -26.4 -26.8 10.9 -47.9 -48.7 7.9

IS 6.1 5.6 5.3 -1.1 -0.7 9.4 -15.9 -15.7 3.4

2S -20.8 -16.6 5.3 -23.2 -18.5 5.0 -46.7 -41.8 4.6

厶11。=厶｝^3) — 厶Hr(R) ; 厶G°=AGr(P) — 소G/(R) ; ^G*=AG/(TS) —소Gr(RC)・

but subsequently rotate out-of-plane to form tetrahedral com

plexes in addition reactions (2 and 3).

(2) The reactions of substituted ethylenes (CH2 = CHR) 

with a bare methoxide are all exothermic, the exothermicity 

being the greatest in the ^3-addition reaction.

(3) Although the ^-addition (reaction 2) is the most ex

othermic process, the excess energy is carried by the adduct 

alone so that it becomes extremely unstable.

(4) The solvate water remove아 part of the excess energy 

in the ^-addition of monosolvated methoxide to render the 

reaction product.

(5) The hydride transfer (3) is the most unfavorable pro

cess due to the highest energy barrier.

(6) The a-H+ abstraction of acrylonitrile becomes en

dothermic by hydrating the methoxide ion so that the gas 

phase reaction will not be observed.
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The temperature dependence of the vibrational relaxation of NOG 2) by NO(v«0) has been investigated over the tempera

ture range 100-3000K. We have assumed that the deexcitation of NO(2) by NO(0) undergoes vibration-to-vibration (W) 

energy exchange with the transfer of the energy mismatch 4E through rotation (R) and translation(T). The relaxation rate 

constants are calculated by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. The sum of V・V,T, and V-V,R contributions 

shows very weak temperature dependence and is in reasonable agreement with observed data over the temperature range 

300-3000K.

Introduction

The vibrational relaxation of NO has been studied by a 

f Present address, Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute, 

Choon-nam 300-31.

variety of techniques. Most of these studies have involv

ed the measurements of the relaxation rate constant of 

NO(v = l)i by a variety of collision partners. How은ver, a 

few investigators have studied the self-relaxation of 

NO(v=2)・L&8 in this paper, w은 have considered rate con
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stants, k轡 for deactivation of N0(v = 2) by NO.

N0 (r = 2) +N0 (v=0) 2N0 (v=l) -28cm-1 (1)

There have been no reported measurements of the tempera- 

ture dependence of ke. The rate constants was measured on- 

ly at the room temperature and at very high temperature. 

Futhermore, the scatter of ke is large. Glanzer7 measured ke 

b은hind shock-heated NO and found ke to be 2xl0-12cm3 

molecule-is-1 independent of temperature from 2000 to 

3000K. St은ph은n요。n' used an infrared-laser-induced up- 

pumping technique to measure ke which is about 

3 x lO-^cm^olecule-is-1. Macdonald and Sopchyshyn8 

measured ke over 바｝e range 220-470K by UV absorption 

spectrophotometry and 난)eir results are about a factor of two 

smaller than those of Stephenson. No results for the decay of 

NO(V=2) are reported below 293K. Thus, if these results are 

combined, ke is almost independent of temperature from 300 

to 3000K.

One particular 比i理 about NO is that it can form a dimer, 

and the NO dimer has a dissociation energy of 1.6kcal/mole9 

giving interm이ecular interaction which is stronger than 

those due to purely dispersive van der Waals interactions be

tween the ordinary molecules and being of the same order of 

magnitude a옹 나lose for the hydrog&i halide dimers. Thus, in 

ord은r to describe the NO-NO collision adequately, it is neces

sary to have a collision model which takes into account the 

presence of 요trong attractive forces.10 Near room tempera- 

ture, 하le attractive forces can cause the colliding molecules 

to stay close to each other for a sufficiently long time, which 

then, in turn, provides ample time for the molecules to relax.

Ih process (1), there can be two possible pathways for the 

supply of 하｝e energy mismatch11： one is the transfer of ZE 

by local translation, which is confined to the vicinity of the 

equilibrium separation, and the other is by rotation. These 

two energy transfer pathways of the V-V step can be classifi- 

은d as V-V, T and V-V,R mechanism, respectively. In this 

paper, w군 shall show the calculation of the deactivation rate 

constant ke over 100-3000K introducing both pathways.

V-V,T Energy Transfer

In near-resonant W energy exchange processes, the ma

jor portion of vibrational energy is rapidly redistributed 

among vibrational modes of the colliding molecules. Then, 

the energy mismatch 厶 E is transferee! to or supplied by 

other modes such as translation or rotation. In the collision of 

two NO molecules, due to the strong attraction, 난｝e transla

tional motion is confined to the region where 난｝e attraction is 

strong. This motion, which may be referred to as “local 

translation/1 is quite efficient in transferring 厶E, but the dir

ect contribution of rotation to 난transfer of 厶E, is not im

portant at lower temperatures."(카(b) When temperature in- 

crease용, however, 난lis energy transfer mechanism becomes 

less important. 흠)，0)We now have to recognize the direct 

participation of the rotational motion in transferring 厶 E. 

Therefore, 나le V-V energy process can be described in terms 

of both V-V,T and V-V,R mechanisms; the former is of major 

importance at lower temperatures, while the participation of 

the V-V,R pathway becomes important relative to the former 

at higher temperatures.

For the collision of two nitric钢거e molecules, the poten

tial energy of the interaction is assumed to be a Morse type 
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composed of four atom-atom interactions. We shaU denote 

the relative separation between molecules 1 and 2 by r; the 

counterclockwise angle between the molecular axis of 1 and r 

by and that of 2 and r by e2- The four atom-atom distan- 

ces are defined by representing molecules 1 and 2 by N⑴一O⑴ 

and N(2)-0⑵ as follows: we express the distance between N⑴ 

岩서 N⑵ by between N⑴ and。⑵ by r2, between O⑴ and

(2)by anp between。⑴ and O⑵ by For the relative se

paration which is significantly larger than the equilibrium 

bond length d, these atom-atomdistances may be approximat-

ru2=r~ 7i (d+x)cos们土？，同(d+丸Jcos们 

(d+"cos&i ±7lt2 (d+先 J cos 们

ed as where is the vibrational amplitude of the ith molecule, 

71=m0/ (mw+m。) and 72==rn^(ynN + m。)，mzs being the 

atomic masses. The overall potentii energy can then be ex

pressed in the form

U(" % 七，ri)=^XU(ri) (3)
i= 1

where ®3=Z)｛expW%T》闾-2exp此t》/2히 ｝, Dand a being 

패。Bntial constants. Here r/s are the equilibrium values of r/s, 

and they can be obtained from Eq. (2) by setting =x20, 

% = K and 62 =板 It is important to notice the introduction of 

the factor + in Eq. (3). The introduction is made because the 

overall interaction energy is constructed through the 

molecular field which is characterized by D and a. If 缶= 

건nd °2= 服，比e additive potential would become four times 

the center of mass interaction

U (尸)=B|expC(re-^)/a]-2exp[(re-r)/2a]i, 

where re is 하le equilibrium value of r. This indicates that at 

other orientation angles the additive model of atom-atom in

teractions will lead to 난potential which is effectively four 

times the "true" interaction energy. Therefore, to obtaine 

U(r) which describes 나le relative motion, we need to intro- 

duce the factor -4- in Eq.(3). Of course, if all r(*s were assumed 

independently from each other with 礼 and Dp the factor 

should not appear in 나】e potential.12 We assume that the 

N-N, N-O, and the 0-0 interactions are identical.

On the other hand, in V-V, T mechanism the effect of dir

ect participation of the rotational motion will not be included; 

instead, we shall use an orientation-averaged interaction po

tential to include 한｝e effect of molecular rotations on 난｝e W 

processes. Then the orientation-averaged potential is13

"x2) U(r' 们,们,城

sin^i d们 ⑷

where, because 尸产广化也如，四时 as shown by Eq.(2), the 

overall potential can be represented by 侦气电 r$£)=U 

("*1/2, %，四)・ Performing integrations, the interaction poten

tial describing 나le relative separation can then be written in 

the form

Lro=D*[exp(ri^1) -2exp(r|^)]> ⑸

u Z u

where 宀坤애 3厶 0 +si品 (Q/2) /@〕#

and Q12 =712 必, and z£i옵 the new equilibrium value of r after 

rotation-averaging. The energy representing the coupling of 

two vibrational modes is
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LT12=D*[/'exp (흐오z") — gexp (%「)〕专尹 ⑹ 

where

〔cos/tQ] (] — t&n/iQi/Qi) T-cos/iQ^ (1 一 tan方Qz/Q?)

siMQ/Qi +sinAQ2/Q2

cosA (Qi/2) (l-2tanft (Q,/2) /QJ

_ 으] T-cos/iW/Z丿 (1-2也1如匕/2)/0) [2. 
况'sin£(Q,/2)/@+sin*(Q"2)/Qz '

Equation (5), which describes the relative motion of colliding 

molecules, is a simple form of the Morse potential function 

with the well depth now reduced to D* due to the averaging 

effect of molecular orientations. We express xpc2 in terms of 

boson operators (a^ a) as xxx2=

国+妇㈣+where Af, and 緋 are the reduced mass and 

the angular frequency of molecule if respectively. Equation 

(6) can then be written as =FfrX^i+^1X^2+fl2)-

On the other hand, the relative motion of two individual 

molecules in the loosely bound complex is local translation, 

which is restricted to the vicinity of r*. An approximate form 

of the interaction potential describing this motion can_be 

derived as U(r) = -D* + D*[(rJ-r)/2a]2+...., i.e.t we can fit U{r} 

to the quadratic form -^-x (^-r)2t X being Z) 72a2. From the 

equation of motion written in the form t = (mI2)^yTQ [E- 

(Zg-r)2]'^ dr, we obtain the trajectory as r(f} - r[~2a(E/D *) 

cos(Z)* /2#)* (〃“)], where m is the reduced mass of 난ic colli

sion system and r0 is the root of E-^X(r*-f)2 = 0. This equa

tion is an oscillatory function of time describing a snarled tra

jectory of the back-and-forth type motion for local translation 

in the neighborhood of r/ for long-lived collisions. Thus, F(r) 

can now be expressed as a time-dependent function F(t):

r /. x _ z r J — r (?) x
F()= 2aW虬虬〔“冲(—-—)

,r*-r (?)
_gex” 2a )〕

For 2,01,1 V-V transition, the energy exchange probability 

expression can be obtained in the form13

Pi'o (E) =2sin2G cos2G : G = 7L J、F (t) exp (iAa)t)dt

(7)

where E is the initial collision energy and the energy mis

match 厶E=充厶s is (E2+E0HE1+E1), and are given by 

期 =E2-£?! and 奴 =E「E(), the ener용y levels 旦 being deri

ved from spectroscopic measurements. In terms of 的)given 

above, we obtain

"Jy⑴exp (插见同=次MM* mW

〔2兀＜1 (帑广*〕X I (cosn0+i sin n(f＞) 

exp〔2 (奇}才 cos。〕d。一吉/ (cos n(j)-\-i sin n(p) 

exp〔成厂)* cos0]d0；.

From the translational trajectory, the period of local tran이a- 

tion is 七. In the time interval of -술T to 去T,

local translation undergoes one period of the back-and-forth 
motion transferring 厶瓦 so we replace the integration limits 

(81,©2) by (-号7；多7、), which correspond to (f,사 in the inte

D*

(8)

gration. The result is

"•匚 F (t) exp Q △＜話)曲=忒E頌

〔2m (帑)*〕X [fln(2z) J ⑼

where z = (£'//)*) ^ and the order of the Bessel functions ap

pearing in the last bracket is « = 4wa(2^/Z)*)丢• Note that the 

integrals containing sirwS vanish. To obtain the thermal

average probability, we shall replace the collision energy in 

Eq.(9) by the symmetrized energy {[ECl-^/r*2) 一치厶M壮 

니瓦1-力2/卢)] * } 2, where b is the impact parameter and r* 

is a constant distance in the most important region of energy 

exchange. With the introduction of the energy symmetriza

tion and impact parameter, we define the average of 玲* 

(E,b) over E and b as

冗"=云而j "빠5 ep迅財

exp(-E/kT)dE. (10)

V-V,R Energy Transfer

As the molecule NO(2) deexcites to NO(1), the quantum 

力纨=Eg-E、is released, and it is taken up by NO(O) in its up

ward change to NO(1). In the latter change, however, the 

energy needed is 龙咬which is larger than 血町 be

cause of the vibrational anharmonicity. We expect rotation- 

to-vibration energy conversion within the same molecule 

(molecule 2) balancing the energy difference between these 

two quanta, i.e.t to be more efficient over the energy 

conversion between the rotation of molecule 1 and the vibra

tion of molecule 2. We thus construct the coupling potential 

which represents the interaction between the ^raveraged 

oscillator (molecule 1) and the rovibrator (molecule 2); the 

coupling potential then has the functional dependence of

d2f xltx^. From the 处 average of E아.(3) at r=rj, we ob

tain10(a)

比 3’ 庆旳〔sin*Q"；丸 sin/血〕exp-Q’c 淑)

2 Q
" 石函Q7矛GK了쥬顽7函exp - Q】 * 们刼 

= A exp (-Q1COSH2) - ■矿 e乂p ( - 오 cos。?) (11)

It should be noted that when Eq.(ll) is further averaged over 

d2 without imposing the restriction that r=r；, the result of 

course reduces to Eq.(5) obtained above for the V-V,T pro

cess. Similarly, the coupling potential at z•그 ？*; is】머즘)

Ul2(82, 妇=一 ^** (£)匀 S exp (一 Qi cos。)

— ^2exP (- 올'cosOz)} XcosH?尤3 (12) 

where,

gp〔sin/보+("小赫볼V

Qi Csin/iQ!+ (/i//2) sinAQj 2

=________(coshQi +C0MQ2)

〔siMQi + {yj7홀) siMQJ 허
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____________ ］______________________

Qi〔sin方Q+ WD sin/iQJ

1 (cos 方옹+cosh 毕)

奴 0— -------- 스Q一

〔siM-矿 +(7七 /为)矿〕2

--------------- 2------------- }

QJsinAy +(71/为)sin/i岑〕

The trajectory 02(0 may be determined from the rotational 

equation of motion written in the form

肾 ={ (으-)〔Er-亢 血)” (13)

where Er is the initial rotational collision energy and / is the 

moment of inertia. The approximation r=r* which we intro

duced above to write 闻 represents the situation that the 

relative motion is "frozen" at r；, which we think is respon

sible when there is a strong attractive interaction between 

the collision partners. An integration of Eq. (13) for 邮竣 

given by Eq.(ll) has been shown elsewhere with the 

result14,15 •

exp (-yQiCos^2) =■? (芬) "厂느 (14)

Here,

L (끄)士 迪宀 亠

21 (-0 r(i+j)eF '

with

=a% (2B g+S) 

ai= 2A/ (1 + tt)；

a Go /n/ 3 I 3B'2g+68d、、
E -祯矿⑦+—iTa—“

队 44"(i + M，.....................

盘(1 +矗)；£ =斜1 +盖；

x 凱+"!기".

From Eqs. (12) and (14), with the contour integration

［흐浩?쁘 日 =〔2(0。)n/4wF (n)〕exp (-Mt), 

we find

方" /'8F(1) exp。厶t")허 = 分炉s흐흐］?】刀a'
j-oo a (,iW1/w2 a) I a)2) H

Ui夺(备)* 一当Texp (-厶《心) (15)

0i 乙I a ° 厶c。

In this case an appropriate form of the thermal average 

V-V,R probability is

Pl：i (T)= (AT) r 丿「p源(Er)exp(-Er/kT)dEr. (16) 

where the ^dependence of the probability is replaced by the 

symmetrized energy ［(旦+히&|) * 士jf 나］e effect

overall rate constants for NO(v s 2) + NO(v = 0) ->2NO(v = 1)
TaWe L The calculated values of the V-V,T, V-V.R and the

Temp. V-V,T V-V.R V-V,T + V-V,R

100 6.24(-呀 7.87(-16) 6.25(-13)

200 6.49(-13) 1.44(-14) 6.63(-13)

300 5.20(-13) 4.94(-14) 5.69(-13)

400 4.11(-13) 1.01(-13) 5.12(-13)

500 3.32(-13) 1.58(-13) 4,89(-13)

700 2.30(-13) 2.81(-13) 5.11(-13)

1000 1.50(-13) 5.02(-13) 6.51(-13)

1500 8.83(-14) 9.11(-13) 9.99(-13)

2000 5.98(-14) 1.29(-12) 1.35(-12)

3000 3.39(-14) 1.93(-12) 1.96(-12)

a This means 6.24 x 10-13cm3molecule-1s-1.

of translational motion is introduced, the probability would 

appear also as a function of E and b. In this case, additional 

integrations over E and b will have to be introduced, but the 

effect of tran이ational motion is not expected to be important 

in the present V-V,R step.

Calculation and Discussion

The potential constants used to calculate energy exr 

change probabilities are D = 1.6 kcal/mol, a = 0.19A.9 The 

spectroscopic constants16 we=1904.405, 糾万그 14187, and 

线"=2.4x10或，all in cm-1, are used to determine energy

level spacings and the value of the energy mismatch AE The 

equilibrium bond distance d is 1.15077A. Once the energy 

exchange probabilities are known, the rate constants can be 

obtained from the gas kinetics as follows,17

k= ZP(T)
T

=4. 5708 X 10~12r*2 (—) 1/2P (T) cm즈/molecule-sec

“ (17)

where Z is the collision number, r* i옹 the collision diameter in 

A, andp is the reduced mass in amu; we take r*=3.47A.

In Table 1, the calculated values of the V-V,T, V-V,R and 

the overall rate constants (i.e., V-V,T + V-V,R) are shown as 

a function of temperature. In this collision system, the endo

thermic energy mismatch 4£?is 28 cm-1 and the local transla

tional motion can be effective in supplying this energy in the 

presence of strong attraction. The V-V,T reaction rate con

stant calculated at 300K is 5.2 x 10-13 cm3 molecule-1s-1. But 

when the temperature increases to 1000K, V-V,T rate cons

tant decreases to 1.49 xlO-13 cm3 molecule"^-1. When 

T = 2000 and 3000K, 아le V-V,T rate constants are 5.98 x 

10-14 and 3.39 x 10-14 cm^molecule-^'1, respectively. There

fore, the V-V,T rate constant show considerable decrease as 

the temperature increases. On the other hand, the contribu

tion of the rotational motion to the V-V,R rate constants 

show opposite trend, and they are, for example, 1.29 x IO-12 

and 1.93 x 10-12 cm^olecule-^*1 at T=2000 and 3000K, 

respectively, which are much larger than the corresponding 

values of the V-V,T mechanism. We may therefore state that 

in the present collision system, the deexcitation of NO(2), 

over the range of 100-3000K, occurs through the V-V mech

anism with the energy mismatch being supplied by rotation 

or translation and that the overall deexcitation rate constant 

can be expressed as the sum of V-V,T and V-V,R contribu-



Figure 1. The temperature dependence of the vibrational energy 

transfer rate constant for NO(vh2)+NO(v=0)t2NO(v^1). The 

solid curve is calculated in this study. The dashed curve is obtained 

by SSH theory. Experimental data are taken from:oRef. 1; ARef. 6; 

• Ref. 7; o Ref. 8.

tion.

The overall rate constants are plotted in Fig. 1 as a func

tion of T over the range of 100-3000K. As the temperature 

increases the rate constant decreases. But the decrement is 

very weak and the rate constant decreases only 이ightly; 

from 100 to 500K it decreases from 6.25 x 10-13 to 

4.89 x 1(尸3cm3molecule~눋-'. As the temperature continues 

to increase, however, the role of molecular attraction be

comes less important. Furthermore, local translation, which 

is effective in causing V-V energy transfer at lower tempera

tures, is no longer the dominant motion. Whereas contribu

tion of the rotational motion to the V-V process becomes 

more important relative to the translation. The rate constant 

thus increases with rising temperature. It increases slowly 

with rising temperature above 500K. From 500 to 3000K, 

the rate constant increases from 4.89 xlO13 to 1.96 x 

lO'^cm^olecule-^-1: That is, it increases at most by a fac

tor of about 4.

In Fig. 1, there are also plotted the observed data and the 

result from other theoretical approach. The agreement bet

ween our calculated rate constants (the sum of V-V,T and 

V-V,R) and the observed ones is reasonable over the range of 

2000-3000K, but up to lOOOK our results are samll by a fac

tor of 3-6. However, our results show a very weak tempera

ture dependence for ke over ther range of 100-3000K, in 

agreement with experiment. Whereas the results obtained 

by SSH theory18 agree with the observed values at room tem

perature, but 比ey become too large at high temperatures. 

Futhermore, these results show considerably strong tem

perature dependence over the range of 100-3000K.
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Finally, the self-relaxation rate constant, ket for CO, N2 

and O2 is an order of magnitude smaller than the correspon

ding self-relaxation rate constant for NO19. All four mole

cules have very similar vibrational frequencies, moments of 

inertia and reduced masses. This particularity of NO is due 

to the formation of dimer. Therefore, we suggest that the 

same mechanism of our approach is responsible when the 

colliding molecules form dimer, that is, when they have a 

strong attraction.
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